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Suite Encounters features hotel erotica in all its forms, from honeymooners having sex on the beach

to loving couples on vacation to coworkers heading downtown for secret quickies, not to mention

exhibitionist thrills (and chills) of getting it on in the pool on the roof at The Standard Hotel in front of

everyone! The award-winning editor of the Best Sex Writing series, among many others, Rachel

Kramer Bussel knows the winning formula of stories of sex in every possible setting -- luxury hotels,

seedy motels, spas, SRO&apos;s and everything in between. Table of contents:Introduction: Sex

Magic (see below)Ã‚Â Two-Way Ariel GrahamSelfish Donna George StoreyAir-Conditioning. Color

TV. Live Mermaids. Anna MeadowsProof of Desire Remittance GirlSoundproof Emily MoretonAn

Inspector Comes Suzanne FoxSurrender with a Twist Suleikha SnyderUnbound at the Holiday Inn

Lily K. ChoTravelodge Tess Justine ElyotBusiness Expenses Elizabeth SilverReturn to the

Nonchalant Inn ErobinticaThe Deacon Tahira IqbalLove, Loud as a Bomb Steve IsaakNight School
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Something for everyone

good

OK book. Different stories.

This book is full of short stories of wild monkey sex, each story around maybe 10 -15 pages long

and each book filled with up to maybe 20 authors. Each book can have M/M, F/F, M/F, BDSM,

cheaters etc.. because anything goes in these short stories. This is not a romance book,

itÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s a book full of erotica fun. I myself donÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t too much connect with

these type of books, basically I donÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t like just sex I want a story and a romance

connection between a couple but a few of these books leaves me very surprised at times. Plus, this

is a good way to get to know an author before you buy a full length book by them and

thatÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s why I read them.Suite Encounters is full of hot hotel hookups that might

leave you saying. Wow, I canÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t believe they wanted to do that and that it actually

worked LOL.. I did find this book on the hotter side. One of the stories Dirty White Envelope, left me

speechless and wondering what in the world goes on in peopleÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s minds LOL. The

thing was, it worked for the couple and thatÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s what love is all about, finding what

works for you and your partner no matter how funky it sound.Again these types of books are just for

fun monkey sex. If this is your kind of thing please add this to your reading list.

'Two Way': Mirror magic, a reflection or Alice's Wonderland looking glass?'Selfish': That's what a

book is, a doorway to another world'Soundproof': Audible voyeurism is better when shared'Business

Expenses': The stuff dreams are made of...'The Deacon': So who really is the best of bosses?'Night

School': This is why I love the anominous nature of hotels; if only the walls could speak'Feel so

Dirty': Sharing mutual fantasies, Ahhh the power of imagination'Tailgating at the Cedar Inn': Ms.

Kelsey in Wonderland, definately not Kansas nor Iowa anymore

Although I have visited many hotels, I have never had hotel sex, go figure. Reading the stories in

this anthology definitely make me think about visiting very soon. You always picture someone who



goes to hotels just for sex as a bad boy or bad girl, but in this anthology there is so much variety of

players that there is no room for generalizations.The stories blend so well together, it just made the

experience more enjoyable.My favorite, by far, was Tailgating at the Cedar Inn by Delilah Devlin - A

woman stops to get some rest at a roadside spot, she gets more than she bargained for, in a very

good way.Night School by Valerie Alexander involves a desk clerk teaching an escort how to be a

dominate by being her submissive.Return to the Nonchalant Inn by Erobintica- A frisky older couple

visits a place they had stayed at many years ago, let me tell you the thrill was still there even after

more than a decade.The anthology was well put together and the stories were amazing to read.

RKB and Cleis press do not disappoint. 20 stories to tantalize and excite. You will not be

disappointed to drop your money on this great read. They hit the mark with this one over and over

again. I am looking forward to the next great read from Cleis Press and RKB.

The lure of hotels, the anonymous sex or ability to hide away from everyday life, is brought together

beautifully in this new collection. And as I was reading, I began to notice a theme emerging in my

own enjoyment. While each story in this collection holds its own special lure, the ones containing

dominant females were especially tantalizing.Selfish has a nice exploration of a good-girl gone bad,

seeking out the dangerous and tempting task of adultery. I liked how she was psyching herself up

for the encounter and then the twist that the story took that showed how a woman can have it all if

she just puts her mind to it. Proof of Desire was an interesting venture into voyeurism where, at

points, you were almost wondering if the scene would break entirely and she would give in to her

desires. I liked seeing the main character pushing forward and staying in control of what she

wanted. And in Night School, I was already drawn in with the set-up of a front desk clerk lusting after

the male escort that visits the hotel, but then it became a teaching lesson of how to get the most out

of a BDSM scene. I liked the turn of student to teacher, sub to dom, as she shows him the pleasures

of what might be. This, along with many more stories, make this collection a must-have. If you're a

fan of hotel encounters and all the possibilities they involve, you should read this book!

I don't do any business traveling, so when I stay at a hotel, it is for vacation. Hotels for me are

always a treat no matter how fancy or plain the rooms might be. To me, it is always like a special

adventure, whether the purpose is romantic, sightseeing or family oriented. The hotel stay always

has a certain magical thrill. So maybe I was predisposed to liking Suite Encounters, Hotel Sex

Stories, Edited by Richard Kramer Bussel and like it I did. The stories blurred the lines between

fantasy and reality with likeable characters you would love to voyeuristically peek in at.The book is a



wonderful collection of 20 stories that touch on all types of hotel play. There is romance, fantasy

role-playing and hot play as you wander down the corridors that Rachel has pulled together. The hot

times don't discriminate between fancy exclusive hotels, bed and breakfasts or on the road travel

lodges. Each story offers a torrid flash at an away game experience.In Soundproof Emily Moreton

thrills you with the through the wall sound effects as provided by the couple in the next room. In Feel

So Dirty Andrea Dale shows us what can happen when monogamous friends share a steamy

experience but not each other. And Rachel herself supplies us with Special Request about a very

special concierge and the very special job she does when fulfilling a guest's most intimate

desire.The only disappointment with the book was that the stay, like all vacations, ended much too

soon. I highly recommend this 5 star collection. If you are looking for something hot, you will find it

here.
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